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TARP shelTeRs
Simple and elegant, our tarp shelters offer lightweight and inexpensive cover 
for mountain travelers. While tarps have been around a long time, the unique 
catenary cuts, careful choice of materials, zippered access and reinforced 
tie-out points make these Black Diamond shelters a good choice for those 
wanting the security and comfort of a tent… at the weight of a tarp.

Mega Lights have a single central support pole and Beta Lights use two 
trekking or support poles. Both utilize 31 g (1.1 oz) silicone-coated nylon 
ripstop to provide ultralight shelters that are extremely packable.

MegA lighT, MegA Bug
The pyramid has been a favored structural shape for more than five 
thousand years. Our pyramid-shaped Mega Light uses a single pole in 
the center and catenary-cut side seams to create a stable, wind-resistant 
canopy. A storm-flapped zipper can be tied back in good weather, and 
a small vent at the top encourages the exit of warm, moisture-laden air. 
The Mega Light comes with a rugged, lightweight, carbon fiber pole 
that weighs 320 g (11 oz). The Mega Light can also be set up by tying the 
center to an overhead branch using the webbing loop at the apex.

The Mega Bug has an enclosed floor and bug netting to keep insects out 
and can be used alone or in combination with the Mega Light. The Mega 
Bug comes with fully taped seams.

BeTA lighT, BeTA Bug
By using your trekking or ski poles as supports, the Beta Light provides 
maximum shelter for minimum weight. The Beta Light sleeps two. Poles 
that extend to 132 cm (52 in) are required for a taut set up.

When bugs are your nemesis, the Beta Bug provides a full, sealed canopy 
of lightweight no-see-um netting to separate you from the pests. On clear 
nights, set it up by itself. The zippered door on one end allows easy access.

Betas can also be set up without poles by rigging a line and tying off the 
apex loops using taut line hitches. Be sure to rig it so you can adjust the 
length of the line and the direction of pull independently.

Extra tie-back loops are provided on the Beta Light so that the door can 
be rolled back an extra panel on each side (this requires use of either the 
Beta Bug or a separate cord to keep the pole from falling over). The Beta 
Bug comes with fully taped seams.
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1.  4-person capacity with 1 door

2.  Rugged carbon fiber center pole included

3.  30d SilNylon

4.  Pole Link Converter™ for ski/trekking  
pole setup

5. Optional floor and bug netting available

interior:   L 2.2 m x W 2.2 m x H 1.45 m
   (L 86 in x W 86 in x H 57 in)
floor area:  4.7 m2 (51 sq ft)
packaged weight: 1.23 kg  (2 lb 11 oz)
canopy and pole: 1 kg  (2 lb 3 oz)
packed size:  12 X 25 cm (5 X 10 in)
color:   Blue and Silver

MegA lighT

218 cm (86 in)

218 cm 
(86 in)

145 cm 
(57 in)
145 cm 
(57 in)
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1.  4-person capacity with 1 mesh door

2.  Can be set up alone for use in dry, beach or 
river settings

3.  Aluminum pole included

4.  70d nylon 

interior:   L 2.2 m x W 2.2 m x H 1.45 m
   (L 86 in x W 86 in x H 57 in)
floor area:  4.7 m2 (51 sq ft)
packaged weight: 1.68 kg  (3 lb 11 oz)
canopy and pole: 1.54 kg  (3 lb 6 oz)
color:   Black floor/Gray canopy

MegA Bug

218 cm (86 in)

218 cm 
(86 in)

145 cm 
(57 in)
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1.  2-person capacity with 1 door

2.  Requires 2 adjustable trekking or ski 
poles for setup (not included)

3.  30d SilNylon

4.  Optional floor and bug netting available

interior:   L 2.5 m x W 1.1 m x H 1.1 m
   (L 98 in x W 44 in x H 43.5 in)
floor area:  3.2 m2 (34.7 sq ft)
packaged weight: 680 g  (1 lb 8 oz)
packed size:  11 X 20 cm (4.5 X 8 in)
color:   Blue and Silver

BeTA lighT

249 cm (98 in)

203 cm
(80 in)

112 cm
(44 in)

132 cm
(52 in)

110 cm
(43.5 in)
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1.  2-person capacity with 1 mesh door

2.  Can be set up alone for use in dry, beach 
or river settings

3.  Requires 2 adjustable trekking or ski 
poles for setup (not included)

4.  70d nylon floor

5.  Taped seams

interior:   L 2.5 m x W 1.1 m x H 1.1 m
   (L 98 in x W 44 in x H 43.5 in)
floor area:  3.2 m2 (34.7 sq ft)
packaged weight: 885 g (1 lb 15 oz)
packaged size:  15 X 25 cm (6 X 10 in)
color:   Black floor/Gray canopy

BeTA Bug

249 cm (98 in)

203 cm
(80 in)

112 cm
(44 in)

132 cm
(52 in)

110 cm
(43.5 in)
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use, CARe And MAinTenAnCe
eAsY PiTChing
To pitch the tarp shelters, stake out the corners, open the zipper, insert 
the pole(s) and extend until the canopy is taut. Adjust the outside stake 
locations to optimize tightness.

When using the Mega Bug or Beta Bug, set it up first with the poles, then 
throw the Mega Light or Beta Light over it as a canopy.

All Black Diamond tarp shelters are reinforced to work with sharp trekking 
pole tips. Make sure to carefully seat the tip into the grommet. Check to 
make suRe the tip is correctly seated after making any adjustments.

AdjusTABle heighT
Tarp shelters are provided with 30 cm (12 in) cord loops on each stakeout 
point. The “normal” set-up uses these cords and provides a good balance 
of ventilation and storm-worthiness. They can be pitched higher in mild 
weather (may require some creativity with the pole), or lower (canopy edge 
at ground level) in stormy or buggy conditions. If the wind is from one 
direction, it sometimes works best to pitch the back of the shelter at ground 
level to windward, and the door at the 30 cm (12 in) height to the lee.

snow CAMPing
Black Diamond tarp shelters excel at camping in the snow, especially in 
spring conditions. Compact or dig out the area under the shelter for living 
space, leaving the area under the canopy edge undisturbed. This will give you 
plenty of headroom, and uses the natural snow as a short wall to block wind 
at ground level. 

noT A TenT
Black Diamond tarp shelters are not tents. They do not offer the security 
and protection from storms that dedicated tents offer. They are not 
suitable for all conditions, especially high winds. While the shelters 
themselves can be rigged to withstand intense winds, the unsealed 
nature of their lower edge can allow wind and storms to reach the 
occupants. In many conditions, a ground cloth, bivouac sack or sleeping 
bag cover will greatly enhance one’s experience.

Condensation will occur on the inside surface of the shelters. This can be 
minimized by maintaining good ventilation. 
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seAM seAling
Seams on the canopies of the Mega Light and Beta Light must be 
sealed with liquid seam sealer (we recommend McNett SilNet) to attain 
maximum waterproofness. Seal the seams from the inside (on the coated 
side of the fabric) by using the edge of the tube to form a thin, continuous 
bead that seals the three leak paths of the seam—two lines of stitching, 
plus the joint between two colors of fabric. Apply sealant to both sides 
where loops are sewn into the seam.

Allow 24–48 hours for the sealant to CoMPleTelY dRY before re-packing. 
Complete and thorough application of seam sealant can take up to six 
days—plan ahead. Check your sealing job by setting up the tarp shelter, 
spraying with a hose and looking carefully for leaks.

MAinTAining YouR BlACk diAMond TARP shelTeR
Tarp shelters should NOT be packed away wet. ANY moisture will lead 
to mildew that can ruin both the urethane coating and the nylon fabric. 
Thoroughly dry before packing away. In the event that mildew starts 
growing on your tarp, immediately wash using McNett MiraZyme™. 
When long-distance hiking, consider adding a 2 oz package of MiraZyme 
to your bounce box.

Because of the nature of the silicone-coated nylon ripstop fabric, mildew 
is not a problem with the Beta Light and Mega Light.

Zippers require maintenance, especially when used in dirty or sandy 
environments. Try to keep the zippers clean, occasionally wiping with a 
wet cloth before packing up. Regular use of a zipper lubricant such as 
McNett Zip Care™ will prolong the life of your tarp shelter.

FIRE WARNING
The Mega Bug and Beta Bug are made from chemically-treated materials 
that meet the CPAI-84 flammability requirements when new. The Mega 
Light and Beta Light are made from silicone-coated nylon that is not 
flame retardant. All these materials will burn and melt, and must be kept 
away from open flames. never cook in your tarp shelter.

WARNING
Black Diamond Equipment is not responsible for the consequences, whether 
direct, indirect, or accidental, or for any other type of damage arising or 
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resulting from the use of its products. You are responsible for your actions 
and activities and for any consequences that may result from them.

wARRAnTY
limited warranty: We warrant for one year from purchase date and only 
to the original retail buyer (Buyer) that our products (Products) are free 
from defects in material and workmanship. If Buyer discovers a covered 
defect, Buyer should deliver the Product to us at the address provided. 
We will replace such Product free of charge. That is the extent of our 
liability under this Warranty and, upon the expiration of the applicable 
warranty period, all such liability shall terminate.

warranty exclusions: We do not warrant Products against normal wear 
and tear, unauthorized modif ications or alterations, improper use, 
improper maintenance, accident, misuse, negligence, damage, or if 
the Product is used for a purpose for which it was not designed. This 
Warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other 
rights which vary from state to state. Except as expressly stated in this 
Warranty, we shall not be liable for direct, indirect, incidental, or other 
types of damages arising out of, or resulting from the use of the Product. 
This Warranty is in lieu of all other warranties, express or implied, 
including, but not limited to, implied warranties of merchantability or 
fitness for a particular purpose (some states do not allow the exclusion 
or limitation of incidental or consequential damages or allow limitations 
on the duration of an implied warranty, so the above exclusions may not 
apply to you).
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218 cm (86 in)

218 cm 
(86 in)

145 cm 
(57 in)
145 cm 
(57 in)
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218 cm (86 in)

218 cm 
(86 in)

145 cm 
(57 in)
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249 cm (98 in)

203 cm
(80 in)

112 cm
(44 in)

132 cm
(52 in)

110 cm
(43.5 in)
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